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CBAFTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The reading interests of children have been inyestigated from many
different points of view* and these inyestigations haye reyealed signifi¬
cant facts which haye been most beneficial for the teacher in her efforts
to understand and solye reading problems of children. Because of research
in this i>articular area, educators haye become cognizant of the fact that
the textbook does not entirely satisfy the needs and interests of the
child and that additional reading materials haye to be selected.
The year of 1926 was a productiye one for experimental inyestigations
of children's reading interests. Foremost among studies made this year was
Careleton Vashbume and Mabel Vogel's inyestigations, the results of which
were published in book form under the title *What Children Like to Read.*^
The following basic factors haye been established through studies
made of children's reading interests: elementary school children read
magazines, newspapers, and books; children's reading interests are in¬
fluenced by the ayailability of reading materials in the hc»nes; the types
of reading materials read by children are determined largely by the
economic and educational status of their hcsnes; there are certain pre¬
dominant preferences among children as to types of reading materials; and
there are certain basic perennial reading interests found in the areas of
^Sister M. Celestine, A .Survey of the Literature on the Reading
Interests of Children of the Elementary Grades (Washington, D. C.: The
Catholic Education Press, 1939), 9•
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fairy tales, animal stories, mysteries, lave stories and stories about
their own age group that will remain basic for many years J. Harlan
Shores and H. C. Rudman found this to be true in their study of the
reading interests of children in 270 communities where at all grade
levels the children still wanted books of action and adventure, and
these books progressed from cowboy stories and fairy tales to mysteries,
sports stories and books about their own age group and boy-girl relation-
2
ships.
Studies.have shown also that the local newspaper is read by almost
all children. Witty and Kopel stated that from 90 to 100 per cent of
eloaentary school children engage in newspaper reading that is confined
mostly to the comic section.^ According to children's preferences, comics,
the sports pages, pictures and news are the most popular sections of the
newspaper.
Ranking first with some children is magazine reading. In a recent
study made of magazine reading of a selected group of elementary children
in Atlanta, Georgia, Beatrice C. Mosley found that magazines were preferred
more than books and newspapers.^ Clarence D. Hart gave 838 children of
^G. Maar, "Trends in Reading in the Elementary School," Wilson
Library Bulletin. XXII (May, 1949). 680.
2
J. H. Shores and H. C. Rudman, "Reading Interests and Information
Needs," Junior Libraries. I (April 15, 1955). 65.
^Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process (New
York; Ginn and Co., 1939), p. 36.
Beatrice C. Mosley, "A Study of the Magazine Reading of a Selected
Group of Elementary Children," (unpublished Master's thesis. School of
Library Service, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1957)*
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New Hampshire an opportunity to answer questions pertaining to their
reading of magazines and found .that there was a heavy preference for
comic magazines, especially among primary grade children. Throughout all
grade levels the magazine Life was indicated as a choice of the children;
Sports Stories. Bovs* Life, and Popular Science were strictly the boys'
choices; American Girl. Senior From. Calling All Sirls, and Movie Magazine
were the girls' choices of magazines.^
The ^portance of research in this area cannot be ovet-estimated.
The facts established through these studies have contributed much to the
field of reading guidance which is definitely a concern of the librarian.
Purpose and Scope
The purposes of this study were (l) to find out tbat is read by a
selected group of children of the John M. Tutt Elementary School in
Augusta, Georgia; (2) to determine their preferences as to types of read¬
ing materials; (3) to show differences in reading interests according to
sex, age, economic and educational status of the homes represented; (4)
to determine the sources used to obtain these materials; and (5) to dis¬
cover their purposes for reading.
Significance of the Study
The facts that are revealed in a study of children's reading interests
can be of vital importance to the librarian in her efforts to guide the
reading of children; to the teacher who is striving to stimulate the
child's interests in reading; and to the parents who are concerned with
creating a taste for good literature within their children.
^Clarence D. Hart, "What Magazines do Children Like?" Wilson Library
Bulletin. XXVI (October. 1951), I60-I62.
Description of the Community and the John M« Tutt Elementary School
The Community
The John M. Tutt Elementary School is located one mile beyond the
city limits of Augusta* Georgia* the county seat of Richmond County.
Augusta is situated in the heart of one of the richest clay and kaoline
deposits in the world. Its clay products plants manufacture
bricks and ^0,000 tons of hollow tile; they provide employment for about
100 workers with an annual payroll of more than $100*000*000.^
Because Augusta is located on the border line of Georgia and South
Carolina* it ranks high as a distributing center. The developnent of
the Savannah River Basin* now under construction* holds the key to the
future progress and prosperity of eastern Georgia and western South
Carolina* of which Augusta is the center* and will bring to this section
2
outstanding benefits.
Augusta* including the county of Ricbmond* has a population of
203*920 of which 69*119 are Negroes. The rapid growth in the population
of Augusta has been brought about by the construction of the Savannah River
Plant* located 20 miles east of Augusta in Aiken and Barnwell Counties in
South Carolina. There are approximately 7§5^0 persons employed at this
plant which produces materials that are used in the H-Bomb
Fort Gordon* situated within a distance of 10 miles of the business
district of Augusta* has also brought many new families to this area.
^Augusta Chamber of Commerce, Augusta’s Greatest Decade. A Report
prepared by the Chamber of Commerce (Augusta: Chamber of Commerce*
i960), p. 6.
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This military installatioa, reactivated in the latter part of 1948* bas
training schools for the Military Police Corps and the Signal Corps.
The immediate locale of the John M. Tutt Elementary School is one
that has been steadily growing* The sale of land that was once used
as a Boy Scout camp in this area, the gradual migration of white families
from this cosanunity, and the influx of Negro families to this area have
been responsible for this growth which made it necessary for a school to
be built in the vicinity. Before the construction of this school, the
children in the community were transported to another school more than
a mile distant.
Boy Scout Road, Wheeler Road, Magnolia Avenue, and Royal Street
make up the largest portion of this ccmmunity. On these streets are
found recently built homes for families of serviconen who, for the most
part, are stationed at Fort Gordon.
More than one and one«half miles a\tay are the small communities of
Grovetown, Martinez, and Forest Hills from which 84 children are trans¬
ported to the John M. Tutt Elementary School.
The John M. Tutt Elementary School
The construction of the John M. Tutt El^entary School, located one
mile beyond the city limits of Augusta, Georgia, was completed in
August, 1959* This school, a modem building, has 10 classrooms and was
constructed to accommodate 300 students; however, there were 472 children
attending the school when this study was mads. Along with the 257 children
in grades one through seven were 215 eighth grade children who were
temporarily enrolled at John M. Tutt Elmnentary School during the 1959'^0
school year in order to relieve overcrowded conditions at the A. R. Johnson
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Junior High School* The left ving of the building contains the classrooms
and a glassed-in walkway which connects the classrooms with the right
wing of the building. Located in the right wing are the oafetorium, a
clinic, a faculty loimge, principal's office, and the library.
Availability of Reading Materials for Negroes in Augusta. Georgia
Negroes in Augusta can obtain, through subscription or at news¬
stands, two daily local newspapers, the A^lg^ata Chronicle, the morning
edition, and the Augusta Herald, the evening edition. A weekly local
Negro newspaper, the Weekly Review, is also available at newsstands or
through subscription. "Home Folks,* Augusta's main newsstand, and the
many drug stores in this area make available out-of-town newspapers.
Periodicals, especially adult ones and comic books, are plentiful
at the numerous dime and drug stores in Augusta. These stores have also
books for children such as the Golden Books, Walt Disney's books, and
the Picture Classics. Books of this type can be purchased at five of
Augusta's large grocery stores and at Colonial and Winn-Dixie chain
stores. One department store and three book stores carry books for
adults and children.
For Negroes in Augusta there are 10 elementary schools, one junior
high school, one senior high school, and tme liberal arts college, Paine
College* There ars eight school libraries in the elm&entary, junior, and
senior high schools which provide reading materials for the children in
this area.
The Wallace Branch of the Augusta Public Library provides library
service for Negroes in Augusta, Georgia. This branch has been serving
Negroes since 1937 e^d has on hand a collection of 9*016 fiction and
7
non-fiction books aloiig with newspapers, magazines for advilts and children,
and records•
Methodology
The children used in this study were selected through the random
sampling method. Beginning alphabetically with the name of the first
child in the first grade and continuing through the seventh grade, every
fifth name was selected from the registration record of the John M. Tutt
School. With an enrollment of 257 elementary children, this sample con¬
sisted of 51 persons.
The following table shows the enrollment by grades and the number
of children selected for the sample:
TABLE 1
mROLIMEWr OF THE PUPILS SELECTED FOR THE SAMPLE
BY GRADE AM) NUMBER









The interview schedule was used to obtain the data needed for this
study. Heme visits were made, and the child and his parents were inter¬
viewed. The parents were asked questions which related to their
educational and economic status. These questions constituted the first
8
part of the schedule. Questions in the second part of the Interyiew
schedule were concerned with the age of the child, sex, grads level,
and choices of reading materials. Responses to these questions came from
the child (see schedule in Appendix).
CHAITER II
DESCKIPTION OF THE SELECTED CffiODP
This chapter is concerned with presenting a description of the
selected group of children who cmposed this study. The description
includes the age, sex, and grade level of each child and gives in¬
formation also concerning the educational and economic status of these
children's homes in order to point out later the differences in read¬
ing interests according to the educational and economic status of the
homes.
Grade Level. Sex, and Age of the Selected Group
The sample was composed of eight first grade pupils, three boys and
five girls; eight second grade pupils, four boys and four girls; six
third grade pupils, three boys and three girls; seven fovirth grade pupils,
three boys and four girls; eight fifth grade pupils, five boys and three
girls; seven sixth grade pupils, three boys and four girls; and seven
seventh grade pupils, three boys and four girls. The sample totaled
children: 24 boys and 27 girls (see Table 2).
The age range of the first grade pupils was six and seven; of the
second grade pupils, seven and nine; of the third grade pupils, eight
and nine; of the fourth grade pupils, nine and 10; of the fifth grade
pupils, 10 and 11; of the sixth grade pupils, 11 and 12; and of the














One 6-7 3 5 8
Two 7-9 4 4 8
Three..• 8-9 3 3 6
Four.... 9-10 3 4 7
Five.... 10-11 5 3 8
Six 11-12 3 4 7
Seven... 11-13 3 4 7
ToifSil • • • 24 27 51
Educational Status of the 98 Living Parents
There were 9^ living parents of the sample who were interviewed
concerning the number of elementary grades finished, years of high
school training received, number of years of study beyond high school,
and number of years of study beyond college received. Answers to these
questions were sought for the purpose of pointing out differences
in children's reading Interests according to the educational status of
their parents.
It was found that 18 male and eight female parents had received some
elementary school training, and eight male and eight female parents had
finished the elementary school} eight male and l6 fmnale parents had re¬
ceived some high school training; five male parents and 11 female parents
11
were high school graduates; fiTe male parents and four female parents
had received some college training, and three male and four female parents
were college graduates* None of the parents had done any study beyond
college (see Table 3).
Economic Status of the 61 Families
Establishing the economic status of the 51 families represented in
this study was undertaken in order to show differences in the reading
interests of the sample according to the economic conditions of their
homes. Throvigh interviews with the parents, questions were asked relating
to (1) the type of work in which each parent was engaged, (2) the yearly
income of the family, and (3) items owned, such as television and radio
sets, automobiles, and homes.
Occupations of the 98 living parents.—Categories selected from the
detailed classification of occupations of the 19S0 Census of Population^
were used to classify the occupations of these parents. The eight parents
included in the categoxy of professional, technical, and kindred workers
were six teachers, one playground supervisor, and one minister. The fovir
listed as clerical and kindred workers included one mail carrier, one
mail clerk, one library assistant, and one typist. In the category of
operative and kindred workers, there were two truck drivers, one delivery-
man, and one seamstress. Only one parent, a grocery store operator, made
up the category of managers, officials, and proprietors. Classified as
sales workers were two insurance agents and one sales clerk. The category
S. Bvireau of the Census, Seventeenth Census of the United States;
1950* Population Volume 11 (Washington, D. C.: U. S, Gtovernment Printing
Office, 1952), PP. 270-284.
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TABLE 3
EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF THE 98 UVINCJ PARENTS
Amount of




school training... 8 18 26 27
Finished elementary
school 8 8 16 16
Total elementary
school (16) (26) (42) (43)
Between one end
three years of
high school 18 8 24 25
Graduated from high
School. 11 5 16 16
Total high school (27) (13) (40) (41)
Between one and
three years of
college 4 5 9 9
College graduates 4 3 7 7
Total college (8) (8) (16) (16)
Total 51 47 98 100
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of managers, officials, and proprietors. Classified as sales workers
were two insurance agents and one sales clerk. The category of crafts¬
man, foremen, and kindred workers included 11 brick masons, one painter,
one tile setter, and two plasterers for a total of 15* Two parents
serring in the United States Amy composed the category of government
workers, and nine parents (one barber, one janitor, two nvirses assistants,
one lunchrocm cook, three mess attendants, and one practical nurse) were
classified as service workers. The 18 domestic workers included five
cooks, four launderesses, and nine housekeepers, and as laborers there were
14 groundskeepers. Nineteen mothers gave their occupation as housewife
(see Table 4)•
TABLE 4








and kindred workers.. 3 5 8
Clerical and kindred
workers 2 2 4
Managers, officials and
proprietors 1 e • • 1
Operative and kindred
workers 3 1 4
Sales workers • • » 3 3
Craftsmen, foremen and
kindred workers...... 15 * * ♦ 15
Government workers 3 « e • 3
Service workers 6 3 9
Domestic workers 0 • * 18 18
Laborers 14 • • • 14
Housewives • • • 19 19
Total 47 51 98
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Items owned by the *^1 families .--Another view of the economic status
of the families was estahlished by asking the parents if they owned their
homes, television and radio sets, and automobiles. If they were owners
of these items, they were then questioned as to how many they owned of
each.
Forty-nine of the 51 families owned television sets; six of the 49
families had two sets in their homes making a total of 55 sets owned, by
the families.
Radios were owned by all of the 51 families; 32 of the families
had one radio, 17 owned two, and two families had three radios in the
home making a total of 72 radio sets owned by these families.
Thirty-three of the 51 families owned their homes; 18 families were
non-owners of homes (see Tables 5 and 6).
Incomes of the *?1 families.—In order to obtain further data in re¬
gard to the economic status of the hones of the 5I children who ccmi>osed
the sample, the parents were asked to indicate their yearly incomes.
The findings for the 47 families who stated incomes were as follows: two
families had incomes which ranged from $1,500 to $1,999: 10 families had
incomes which ranged from $2,000 to $2,499: five families made from
$2,500 to $2,999 yearly; eight families had incomes which ranged from
$3,000 to $3*499: alx families had incomes which ranged from $3,500 to
$3*999: three families made from $4*000 to $4*499 yearly; five families
had incomes which ranged from $4,500 to $4,999: two families made from
$5,000 to $5*499 yearly; one family had an income which ranged fr<m
$5*500 to $5*999: one family had an income which ranged from $6,000
to $6,499: two families had Inccones which ranged from $6,500 to $6,999;
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TABLE 5
TELEVISION AND RADIO SETS, AUTOMOBILES AND









Telerision sets... 49 96 2 4
Radio sets 51 100 • • • • • •
Homes 33 65 18 35
Automobiles 44 86 7 14
TABLE 6
NUMBER OF TELEVISION SETS, RADIOS, AND AUTOMOBILES













Television sets 43 6 e e • 55
Radio sets 32 17 2
1
72
Automobiles«... 35 9 • • • 53
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and two families made over $7«000 yearly. Four families stated that they
did not Imow how much their total incomes were (see Table 7) •
TABUE 7





2,000-2.499 •.« 10 20
2.500-2,999 5 10
3,000-3,499 8 l6
3.500-3,999 ••• 6 12
4,000-4,499 3 6
4,500-4,999 ••• 5 10
5,000-5.499 2 4
5,500-5,999 ••• 1 1
6,000-6,499 1 1
6.500-6.999 ••• 2 4




READING EfTERESTS OF THE SELECTED GROUP OF CHELDRM
An analysis of the responses obtained from the interviewees in re¬
gard to the reading of newspapers, magazines, and boohs is presented
is presented in this chapter.
Newspapers
Information relating to the newspaper reading of the selected
group of children who ccmposed this study was acquired through answers
to questions which pertained to whether or not newspapers were read;
to what newspapers were brought by parents; to what newspapers were
read and enjoyed most; to what part or parts of the newspapers were
read and enjoyed most; and to the sources for obtaining newspapers
(see Part II of Appendix A) •
Readers and non-readers of newspapers.--In the first grade news-
I)apers were read by six of the eight children who were queried con¬
cerning their newspaper reading. Among these six readers were two
boys and four girls. The two non-readers were one boy and one girl.
All of the second grade pupils, four boys and four girls, indicated
that they were readers of newspapers. In the third grade there were
four newspaper readers, two boys and two girls, and two non-readers of
newspapers, one boy and one girl. Six of the seven fourth grade pupils
17
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engaged in newspaper reading. The readers were three boys and three girls,
and the non-reader was a girl. Of the eight fifth grade pupils questioned
oonceming their newspaper reading, five pupils, two boys and three girls,
were foxind to be readers. Three boys stated that they were not readers
of newspapers. In the sixth grade, six of the seven children revealed
that they were newspaper readers, and one pupil, a girl, did not read
newspapers. Three boys and three girls made up the list of newspaper
readers found in the sixth grade. Engaging in newspaper reading in the
seventh grade were six of the seven pupils. The readers were two boys
euad four girls; the non-reader was a boy* Forty-one of the 51 children
selected for this study were newspaper readers, and 10 children were non¬
readers (see Table 8).
Buyers and non-buyers of newspapers.—The availability of reading
materials in the homes has been found to have a direct influence upon
the reading interests of children. To determine whether or not this was
true with this group of children, each child was asked if his parents
bought newspapers. Seven of the eight first grade pupils stated that
newspapers were bought by their parents; newspapers were bought by all
of the parents of the eight second grade pupils; four of the six third
grade pupils indicated that their parents were newspaper subscribers;
six of the seven fourth grade pupils stated that newspapers were purchased
by their parents; of the eight fifth grade pupils, five indicated that
their parents were newspaper buyers; six of the seven sixth grade pupils
cmd six of the seven seventh grade pupils revealed that their parents
bought newspapers which made a total of 42 families who were newspaper
buyers and nine families who were non-buyers (see Table 9)*
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TABLE 8











One 2 4 1 1 8
Two 4 4 • • • • • • • 8
Three... 2 2 1 1 6
Four •• • 3 3 • • • 1 7
Five.... 2 3 3 • • • 8
Six..... 3 3 • e • 1 7
Seven... 2 4 1 • • • 7
Total.. 18 23 6 4 51
TABLE 9







One 7 1 8
Two .... 8 • • • 8
Three ... 4 2 6
Four .... 6 1 7
Five .... 5 3 8
3 jLx • * • • 6 1 7
Seven ... 6 1 7
Total 42 9 51
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Newspapers bought by the L2 families .—Seven newspapers were named
by the children as those bought by their parents} the Atlanta Constitution,
a daily newspaper; the Atlanta Daily World, a daily Negro newspaper; the
Augusta Chronicle, a local daily morning newspaper; the Augusta Herald, a
local dally evening newspaper; the Chicago Defender, a weekly Negro news¬
paper; the Pittsburgh Courier, a weekly Negro newspaper; and the Weekly
Review, a local weekly Negro newspaper.
Newspapers read and en.ioyed most by the ill newspaper readers.- -Four
newspapers listed by the 41 readers of newspapers as their favorites were
the Augusta Chronicle, the choice of 32 children, I3 boys and 19 girls;
the Augusta Herald which was preferred by seven children, four boys and
three girls; the Atlanta Daily World, the choice of one girl; and the
Weekly Review which was read and enjoyed most by one boy (see Table 10) .
Sections of the newspapers read and enloyed most.—The 41 newspaper
readers expressed their preferences for 12 specific sections or depart¬
ments of the newspapers. These included (1) conic strips, (2) movie
schedules, (3) television schedules, (4) puzzles, (5) current news,
(6) cartoons, (7) editorial pages, (8) front page news, (9) headlines,
(10) sports pages, (11) advertisonents, and (12) the obituary sections.
Ranking first among these parts selected by the children was the
comic strip which was the choice of 21 children, six first grads pupils,
seven second grade pupils, four third grade pupils, two fourth grade
pupils, one sixth grade pupil, and one seventh grade pupil. None of the




NEWSPAPERS READ AND ENJOYED MOST BY








Autnista Chronicle 13 19 32 79
AuKusta Herald 4 3 7 17
Atlanta Daily
World e • • 1 1 2
Weekly Review 1 • • « 1 2
Total 18 23 41 100
Motion picture schedules ranked second among the children's choices
of newspaper sections consulted most frequently. The 17 who read this
part of the newspapers were two fourth grade pupils, four fifth grade
pupils, five sixth grads pupils, and six seventh grade pupils.
Pu2zles occupied third place among the children's preferences
and were the choice of I6 children composed of five fourth grade pupils,
and three pupils of the seventh grade*
Ranking fourth among the children's choices of favorite newspaper
sections was current news which was enjoyed by 11 children, one third
grade pupil, three fourth grade pupils, two fifth grade pupils, one
sixth grade pupil, and four seventh grade pupils.
Among the nine children who chose the editorial pages as their
preferred sections were five sixth grade pupils and four pupils in the
seventh grade
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The nvimber of children who selected other parts of the newspapers
were the following: the television schedule* six children; front page
news, six children; the headlines, five children; the sports pages,
four children; advertisements and obituary sections, two children (see
Table 11).
Books
In order to determine the extent to which books constituted a part
of the reading patterns of this selected group of elementary children,
each child was asked questions which related (1) to whether or not
books other than school books were read; (2) to favorite types of stories;
(3) to \^at books were read within the previous year; and (4) to sources
for obtaining books.
TABLE 11


































No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
Comic Strips 2 , 4 4 3 1 3 a # • 2 a a a a a a 1 » a a a a a 1 21
Moyie Scbeclules • • • • • • s • • • • • a a a » a a 1 1 3 1 2 3 2 4 17
Puzzles • • • • • a • • • » • a a a a » a a 3 2 2 1 1 4 3 a • a 16
Current News • • • • • • • • • • a a a a • 1 1 2 a a a 2 1 » a a 1 3 11
Cartoons • • • • • • 1 • a a a a a 1 a a 1 1 a a a 2 2 2 a a a a a a
Editorials • • • • • s • • • a a a a a a » a a a a a a a a a a a • a a 1 4 1 3 9
Telerision Sched¬
ules • ♦ t • • • • • ♦ 1 1 » a a 2 » a a a a a 1 a a » a a a a a 1 6
Front Page News • • • • • » s a • » a a a a a » a a a a a » a a a a a 1 2 1 1 1 6
Headlines 1 • • • • • • 1 a a a » a a a a a 1 a a a » a a a a ' a a 2 a a a 5
Sports Pages • • • • • • • • • » a a a a a • a a a • a » a a 1 1 a a a a 2 a a a 4
Advertisements • a • 1 • • • 1 a a a » a a a a a > a a a a a ) a a a a a a a a a a a a 2
Obituary Sections • • • • • ♦ a • • t a a a a • 1 a a a » a a a a a ’ a a a a a a 1 2
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Readers and non-readers of books,—A total of 33 children, 12 boys
and 21 girls, composed the list of book readers. These readers included
five first grade pupils, two boys and three girls; six second grade
pupils, four boys and two girls; five third grade pupils, two boys and
three girls; four fourth grade girls; six fifth grade pupils, three
boys and three girls; two sixth grade girls; and five seventh grade
pupils, one boy and four girls.
Non-readers of books were three first grade pupils, one boy and
two girls; two second grade girls; one third grade boy; three fourth
grade boys; two fifth grade boys; five sixth grade pupils, three boys
and two girls; and two seventh grade boys which made a total of 18
non-readers, 12 boys and six girls (see Table 12).
Favorite types of stories.—Established as favorite types of
stories of the 33 readers of books were the following: (l) fairy
tales, (2) adventure stories, (3) animal stories, (4) western stories,
(5) scientific stories, (6) love stories, (7) mysteries, (8) biographies,
and (9) Bible stories.
The most popular type of story with this group of children was
the fairy tale which was the favorite of five first grade inipils,
two boys and three girls; six second grade pupils, four boys and two
girls; four third grade pupils, one boy and three girls; and two fourth
grade girls which made a total of 1? children who preferred this type
of story.
Adventure stories ranked second and were the preferences of two
third grade pupils, one boy and one girl; three fourth grade girls;
four fifth grade pupils, three boys and one girl; and five seventh grade
pupils, one boy and four girls. Fourteen children selected the adventure
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TABLE 12













One 2 3 1 2 8
Two 4 2 e • • 2 8
Three 2 3 1 • • • 6
Four • • • 4 3 • • • 7
Five 3 3 2 • • • 8
Six ♦ • • 2 3 2 7
Seven 1 4 2 • e • 7
Total 12 21 12 6 51
story as their favorite type.
Animal stories were enjoyed most by 12 children of which there were
four first grade pupils, two boys and two girls; three second grade
pupils, two boys and one girl; three third grade pupils, one boy and two
girls; and two fourth grade girls.
Ranking fourth with the children was the western type story which was
the choice of one second grade boy; four third grade pupils, two boys
and two girls; three fifth grade boys; and two seventh grade pupils, one
boy and one girl for a total of ten.
Selected also as favorite types of stories were scientific stories,
the choice of seven children; love stories, the choice of six children;
mysteries and biographies, the choice of four children; and Bible stories.
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the choice of one child (see Table I3)•
Books read by the 3*^ readers.—The titles of 42 books were mentionecl
by the 33 readers as those read by them during the 1959-1960 school year
(see titles in Appendix)•
Magazines
Determining the children's habits in regard to magazine reading was
established through analyzing replies to questions which related to
whether or not magazines were read« what magazines were bought by their
parents, ii^t magazines were enjoyed most, and what sections of the
magazines were enjoyed most.
Readers and non-readers of magazines.—Forty-seven of the 51
children read magazines. These readers consisted of five first grade
pupils, three boys and two girls; eight second grade pupils, four boys
and four girls; six third grade pupils, three boys and three girls; seven
fourth grade pupils, three boys and four girls; eight fifth grade pupils,
five boys and three girls; six pupils in the sixth grade, two boys and
four girls; and seven pupils in the seventh grade, three boys and four
girls.
Four children, three girls in the first grade and one sixth grade
boy were non-readers of magazines (see Table I4),
Buyers and non-buvers of magazines.—Of the 51 families represented
in this study, 37 bought magazines as revealed by five pupils in the
first grade; four pupils in the second grade; six pupils in the third
grade; five pupils in the fourth grade; six pupils in the fifth grade;
four pupils in the sixth grade; and seven pupils in the seventh grade.
TABLE 13
FAVORITE TYPES OF STORIES OF THE 33 READERS OF BOOKS
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7




























No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
Fairy Tales 2 3 4 2 1 3 • • • 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 17
Adventure stories • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1 • • • 3 3 1 • • • • • • 1 4 14
Animal stories 2 2 2 1 1 2 • • • 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
Western stories • • « • • • 1 • • • 2 2 • • • • • • 3 • • • • • • 1 1 • • • 10
Scientific stories • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • 1 1 4 7
Love stories • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 • • • 2 • • • 2 6
Mysteries • • • • • • • • • • • • • « • • • • 1 1 • • • 1 1 • • • 4
Biographical stories • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • « 1 1 • • • 2 4
Bible stories • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
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TABLE 14












One 3 2 • • a 3 8
Two 4 4 • • « 8
Three 3 3 e e e • • • 6
Four 3 4 # • • • • • 7
Five 5 3 • • • 8
Six 2 4 1 • • • 7
Seven 3 4 • • • • • • 7
Total 23 24 1 3 51
I
Among the 14 children whose parents were non-buyers of magazines
were three first grade pupils, four second grade pupils, two fourth
grade pupils, two fifth grade pupils, and three sixth grade pupils
(see Table 15)•
TABLE 15
BUYERS AND NON-BUYERS OF MAGAZINES BY FAMILIES
Grades Buyers Non-buyers Total
Family Number Family Number
One 5 3 8
Two 4 4 8
Three 6 • • • 6
Four 5 2 7
Five 6 2 8
Six 4 2 7
Seven 7 3 7
Total 37 U 51
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Magazines bought by the 37 families.—.The names of 17 magazines were
mentioned by the children as ones bought by their parents. Ten of these
magazines were adult types and consisted of the following: Better Homes
and Gardens. Ebony. Family Circle. Good Housekeeping. Life. Look. McCall * s.
Saturday Evening Post. Time and True Story. Children’s Digest and Jack
and Jill, magazines for children, and five comic magazines. Kit Carson.
Roy Rogers. Donald Duck. Superman, and Mickey Mouse, completed the list
of magazines purchased by the 37 families.
Favorite magazines of the k7 readers..-Each of the magazine readers
was given the opportunity to name his favorite magazine or magazines.
The following magazines were mentioned 68 times by the readers: Life.
McCall * s. Ebony. Boys' Life. Jack and Jill. True Story. Murder Mystery.
Look. Euid comic magazines such as Little Lulu. Roy Rogers. Woody Woodpecker.
Superman. Dick Tracy. Donald Duck. Buffalo Bill. Mickey Mouse. Archie.
Billy, the Kid, and Kit Carson (see Table l6) .
Comic magazines were most popular among this group of children and
were liked best by five first grade pupils, six second grade pupils, three
third grade pupils, two fourth grade pupils, four fifth grade pupils, one
sixth grade pupil, and one seventh grade pupil which made a total of 22
children who expressed their preferences for comic magazines.
Life, the magazine with many colorful pictures, was a favorite of
20 children of which there were two first grade pupils, two second grade
pupils, one third grade pupil, four fourth grade pupils, two fifth grade
pupils, four sixth grade pupils, and five seventh grade pupils.
Choosing McCall's as their favorite magazine were 11 children in¬
cluding one first grade pupil, two second grade pupils, three third
TABLE 16
FAVORITE MAGA2IIIES OF THE 47 READERS
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7
Magazines Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Total
N-3 N-2 N-4 N-4 N-3 N-3 N-3 N-4 N-5 N-3 N-2 N-4 N-3 N-4
No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
Comic Magazines ••• 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 • • • 2 2 1 « • • 1
• • • 22
Life 1 1 1 1 • • • 1 • • • 4 1 1 • • • 4 2
3 20
McCall’s • • • 1 • • • 2 1 2 • • • 2 • • • 1 • • • 2 • • • • • • 11
Jack and Jill***** E 1 1 • • • 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6
Ebony • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.. • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • 2 1 • • • ,• • •
4
True Story • • • • • • • t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • 1 • • •
• • • 2
Boys’ Life • • • • • • • • • • • • • » • • • • • • • » • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • •
• • • 1
Murder Mystery * * * * • • • • • • « • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 • • • • • 1
1
Look • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • « • • • • • • •
1
Total 6. 5 5 6 6 4 2 6 4 5 4 8 3 4
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grade pupils, two fourth grade pupils, one fifth grade pupil, and two
sixth grade pupils.
Jack and Jill, a magazine for children, was the choice of only six
children, three first grade pupils, one second grade pupil, and two
third g37ade pupils.
Magazines n^ntloned by fewer than fire children were Ebony, the
choice of four children; True Story, the choice of two children; and
Boys* Life. Murder Mystery, and Look, each mentioned by only one child.
Sections of the magazines read and en,1oyed most.—Preferred magazine
sections included pictures, stories, cartoons, fashions, sports news,
people in the news, current news, news about emimals, advertisements,
medical news, movie announcements, and scouting news which made a total
of 12 magazine, departments that were regarded with favor by the 47
magazine readers (see Table 17)*
Rating first among the group's selection of favorite magazine
sections were pictures mentioned by 18 children; five first grade pupils,
three boys and two girls; five second grade pupils, three boys and two
girls; five third grade pupils, two boys and three girls; and three
fourth grade pupils, one boy and two girls.
Stories were favored by 15 children of which there were three third
grade pupils, one boy and two girls; five fifth grade pupils, two boys
and three girls; and two sixth grade girls.
Cartoons were read and enjoyed most by three first grade pupils,
one boy and two girls; five second grade pupils, two boys and three
girls; five third grade pupils, three boys and two girls; and one fourth
grade boy making a total of 14 children who mentioned this particular
magazine section as their favorite.
TABLE 17
SECTIONS OF THE NEWSPAPERS READ AND ENJOYED MOST
Parts of Magazines






























No. Ko. No. “loT” No. No. No. No.
'
No'. No. No. No. No. No.
Pictures 3 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18
Stories • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 2 2- 3 2 3 • • • 2 • • • • • • 15
Cartoons 2 1 2 3 3 2 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 14
Fashions • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 • • • 4 • • • 4 10
Sports news • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • 2 • • • 3
i
1 2 • • • • • • 2 10
People in the news • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 3 2 1 7
Current news • • • • • • • • • • ♦ • • • • • • • 1 • • • 1 1 2 • • • • • • • • • 6
Animals in the news • • • • • • • • • 2 • • • • • • 1 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
Advertisements • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1 1 • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4
Medioal news • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • 2 • • • • • • 3
Movie announcements • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 • • • 2
Sooiiting news • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ♦ • • • • • 1 • • • • • • 1
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Fashions and sports news tied for fourth place among the children's
selections of favorite magazine departments. Making up a group of 10
children who indicated fashions as one of their favorite sections of
magazines were two fifth grade girls, four sixth grade girls, and four
seventh grade girls. Sports news was a favorite of two fourth grade
hoys; four fifth grade pupils, three boys and one girl; two sixth grade
boys; and two seventh grade girls*
The following magazine sections were among the choices of fewer than
10 children: people in the news, the choice of seven children; current
news and animals in the news, the choice of five children; advertisements,
the choice of foiir children, medical news, the choice of three children;
movie annoxmcements, the choice of two children; and scouting news, the
choice of one child.
Reading Interests of the Children According to the
Educational Statue of Their Parents
The reading interests of children usually depend upon the educational
status of their parents. The child who is reared in a home where only
good literature is read and discussed is fortunate but the child who sees
no reading materials in the home, and whose parents have never realized
the importance of reading, is under a severe handicap.^
In order to determine whether or not parents' educational status
had any Influence upon the reading patterns of this group of children,
an analysis of the children's reading interests was made in terms of
the number of children who were readers of newspapers, books, and
^Lewis M. Terman and Margaret Lima, Children's Reading (New York:
D. Appleton and Company, 1926), p* 3^*
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magazines and the educational backgrounds of their parents* The education
al status of the non-readers' parents was presented also to see if the
non-readers came from homes where the parents' educational status was low.
Educational status of parents of readers and non-readers of news¬
papers .--The formal education of the 82 parents of the !(1 newspaper
readers ranged from the elementary school level to the college level.
Twenty-six or 32 per cent of the readers' parents had an elementary school
education! 4^) or 49 per cent of the parents had received a high school
education; and I6 or 19 per cent of the 62 parents had a college education
None of the non-readers' parents had gone beyond the elementary
school whereas 68 per cent of the readers' parents had either a high
school or college education (see Table 18).
TABLE 18












cation 26 32 16 100
High school
education... 40 49 • • • • • •
College edu¬
cation 16 19 • • • • • •
Total 82 100 16 100
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Educational status of parents of readera and non-readers of books»--Aii
elementary school education represented the educational hackgrovind of 20
or 30 per cent of the 66 parents of the 33 readers of books* Thirty or 46
per cent of the 66 parents of the 33 readers of books. Thirty or 46 per
cent of the parents had attended or finished high school* and 16 parents,
which represented 24 per cent of the 66 parents, had a college education.
Of the 32 parents of the I8 non-readers, 22 at 69 per cent of them had
only an elementary school education, and 10 or 3I per cent of the non¬
readers' parents had either attended or graduated from high school. None
of the non-readers' parents had gone beyoxid the high school (see Table 19)
TABLE 19












cation 20 30 22 69
High school
education 30 46 10 31
College edu¬
cation 16 24 • • • « • •
Total 66 100 32 100
Educational status of parents of readers and non-readers of
magazines.—An elementary school education represented the educational
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status of 38 or 40 per cent of the 94 parents of the 47 magazine readers.
A high school education was receiTed by 40 or 43 par cent of the parents,
and 16 or 17 per cent of the readers' parents had either attended or
graduated frcan college.
The four non>readers of magazines were from homes where the female
parents had only an elementary school education. The male parents of
these children were deceased. In other words, none of the parents of the
non-readers had gone beyond the elementary school whereas 60 per cent
of the readers' x>arents had either a high school or college education
(see Table 20).
TABLE 20












cation 38 40 4 100
Eig^ school
education 40 43 • • • • • •
College edu¬
cation 16 17 • • • e # •
Total 94 100 4 100
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Reading Interests of the Children Acoordlng to the
Economic Status of Their Parents
The economic status of parents of the sample has been based pri¬
marily upon parents' ownership of autcaaobiles, television and radio
sets, and hcanes. It is troai this standpoint that the economic status
of parents of readers of newspapers, books, and magazines has been
presented in order to point out differences in the children's reading
interests according to economic condtions of homes.
Items owned by parents of newspapers readers.—^Among the parents of
the 41 newspapers readers were 38 automobile owners, 40 owners of tele¬
vision sets, 41 owners of radio sets, and 23 home owners. Three readers'
parents were non-owners of automobiles; one reader's parents did not
own a television set; and 18 readers' i)arents were non-owners of homes
(see Table 21).
Items owned by parents of non-readers of newspapers.--Non-readers
of newspapers included six children whose parents were owners of
autcanobiles and four whose parents were non-owners; nine whose parents
were owners of television sets and one whose parents did not own a
television set; 10 children whose parents were owners of radio sets;
and 10 whose parents were home owners (see Table 22) .
Itmns owned by parents of book readers.—Parents of the 33 readers
of books consisted of 3I vho owned automobiles and two non-owners; $1
television owners and two non-owners; 33 owners of radio sets; and 25
home owners and eight non-owners (see Table 23).
Items owned by parents of non-readers of books.—Composing the list
of parents of the Id non-readers were I3 owners of automobiles and five
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TABLE 21
OWNERSHIP OF AUTOMOBILES, TELEVISION SETS, RADIOS, AND







Autcmobiles 38 75 3 5
TeleTislon seta 40 78 1 2
Radio sets 41 80 • • • • • •
Homes 23 45 18 35
TABLE 22
OWNERSHIP OF AUTOMOBILES, TELEVISION SETS, RADIOS AND







Automobiles 6 12 4 8
Television sets 9 18 1 2
Radios 10 20 • e s • * •
Homes 10 20 e • • 0 0 0
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non-owners; 18 owners of television sets; 18 radio owners; eight home
owners and 10 non-owners (see Table 24)*
TABLE 23
OWNIESHIP OF AUTOMOBILES, TELEVISION SETS, RADIOS AND








Automobiles 31 61 2 4
Television sets 31 61 2 4
Radios 33 65 • • • e • •
Homes 25 50 8 15
TABLE 24
OWNERSHIP OF AUTOMOBILES, TELEVISION SETS, RADIOS, AND







Autonobiles 13 25 5 10
Television sets 18 35 • • • • • •
Radios 18 35 • a • • e •
Hcxnes 8 15 10 20
Items owned by parents of magazine readersIncluded anuang the
parents of the 47 magazine readers were 43 automobile owners and four
non-owners; 45 owners of television sets and two non-owners; 47 who owned
radio sets; 30 heme owners and 17 non-owners (see Table 25)*
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Itema owned by parents of non-readers of magazines.—Parents of the
four non>readers of magazines consisted of the following: one automobile
owner and three non-owners; four owners of television sets; four owners
of radio sets; three home owners and one non-owner (see Table 26).
TABLE 25
OWNERSHIP OF AOTmOBILES, TELEVISION SETS, RADIOS AND







Automobiles 43 85 4 8
Television sets 45 88 2 4
Radios 47 92 • • • • • »
Homes 30 60 17 33
TABLE 26
OVJNERSHIP OF AOTCMOBILES, TELEVISION SETS. RADIOS, AND







Autcmiobiles 1 2 3 5
Television sets 4 8 • • • • • •
Radios 4 8 • • • see
Homes 3 5 1 2
Reading Interests of the Children According to Sex and Age
Investigations of children's reading interests have revealed that
individual reading patterns vary according to the sex and age of the
child. By the age of nine, as pointed out by Lewis M. Teman and
Margaret Lima* sex differences in reading are more in evidence for it
is at this age that boys begin to turn from fairy tales and fantastic
stories to books of a more realistic nature* while the girls still cling
to the more imaginative story
This part of the study concerns itself with age and sex differences
in the children's reading of newspapers* books* emd magazines.
Newspapers.--As shown in Table 8* indications of newspaper reading
were found at all grade levels of the John M. Tutt School where the
reading of newspapers was more prominent among the girls than boys.
Among the 21 children who selected the comic strips as one of their
favorite parts of newspapers* there were eight boys and I3 girls. Seven¬
teen of these 21 children represented the six to nine age level* while
the ages of the remaining four children ranged from nine to I3 years.
Interest in movie schedules* puzzles, current news* cartoons* and
editorials was prevalent among those children whose ages ranged from nine
to 13 years. Movie schedules were the favorites of eight boys and nine
girls; puzzles* the favorites of nine boys and seven girls; cartoons, the
favorites of four boys and five girls; and editorials* the favorites of
two boys and seven girls (see Table 11).
^Lewis M. Terman and Margaret Lima. Children's Reading (New York;
D. Appleton end Ccanpany* I926), p. 68.
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Front page news claimeci the interest of tliree boys and three girls
whose ages represented the 10 to I3 age level, while headlines were
among the preferences of three boys, one six years of age and two 11
years old. Two girls, seven and nine years old, were also readers of
newspaper headlines (see Table 11).
Three boys and three girls mentioned that they regularly consulted
television schedules in the daily newspapers. The ages of these six
children ranged from seven to 12 years.
Sports page news, the interests of three boys, 10 and I3 years old
and one girl, 10 years of age; advertismnents, the preference of two
girls, six and seven years old; and obituary sections, the interests of
one 13-yaar>old boy, were other parts of newspapers for which the children
expressed their preferences (see Table 11).
Books.—Of the 33 children who engaged in the reading of books, 21
were girls, aM only 12 were boys,(see Table 12).
The interests of the six to 10-year>old children were centered around
the reading of fairy tales and animal stories, while the 10 to 13-year-old
children preferred adventure stories, scientific stories, love stories,
mysteries, biographies, and Bible stories. Preferences for western stories
were found among the seven, eight, 10, and 12-year-old children (see
Table 13).
Fairy tales were the favorites of seven boys and 10 girls; animal
stories; the favorites of five boys and seven girls; adventure stories,
the favorites of seven boys and three girls; love stories, the favorites of
six girls; mysteries, the favorites of two boys and two girls; biographies,
the favorites of four girls; and Bible stories, favored by one boy (see Table
13)*
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MagazinesBoya ranked first as magazine readers since there was
only one non-reader of magazines among the boys and three non-readers
among the girls (see Table 14)*
At all grade levels of the John M. Tutt School, comic magazines and
Life were among the children's selections of magazines read and enjoyed
most. Included among the ccsaic magazine readers were 14 boys and eight
girls whose ages ranged from six to 13 years, and readers of Life con¬
sisted of five boys and I5 girls whose ages were the same as the readers
of comic magazines (see Table I6).
Readers of McCall's were found among the six to 12-year-old group;
Jack and Jill, a children's magazine, was read by the six to nine-year-old
children. One boy and 10 girls indicated that they were readers of
McCall's, and four boys and two girls were readers of Jack and Jill (see
Table I6).
Ebony. True Story. Boys' Life, and Murder Mystery were the magazine
choices of the 10 to 13-year-old children. The four readers of Ebony
were two boys and two girls, and readers of True Story were two girls.
Boys* Life was the choice of one boy, while Mirder Mystery was read by one
girl. Look was preferred by one nine-year-old boy (see Table 16) .
An analysis of the children's selections of magazine sections revealed
that pictures and cartoons were favorites of the six to 10-year-old
children, and the 10 to 13-year-old group preferred the following sections:
fashions, sports news, people in the news, current and medical news.
Pictures were the interests of nine boys and nine girls; cartoons, the
interests of eight boys and six girls; fashions, the interests of 10 girls;
sports news, the interests of seven boys and three girls; people in the
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news, the interests of three boys and four girls; cvirrent news, the
interests of four boys and one girl; and medical news, the interests of
three girls (see Table 17)•
Other magazine sections selected by the children as ones read and
enjoyed most were stories, the choice of five boys and 10 girls of the
eight to 12 age level; advertisements, the choice of three boys and one
girl of the eight to 11 age level; movie announcements, the choice of
two 13-year-old boys; and scouting news, the choice of one 11-year-old
boy (see Table 17).
Sources for Obtaining Newspapers. Books, and Magazines
Newspapers.—Parents’ subscriptions, friends, and newsstands were
sources from which newspapers were obtained by the 41 readers. Twenty-
four of the 41 readers stated that their parents were newspaper sub¬
scribers. Six children obtained their newspapers from friends, and 17
readers maintained that their parents purchased newspapers from news¬
stands (see Table 27).
TABLE 27




Bookstores • • • 10
Drug stores • • • • « * • 14
Friends 6 2 8
Newsstands 17 • • • • e •
Public library ., • • • 8 • • •
School library .. « « • 26 10
Subscriptions ... 24 • m 9 23
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Books.--Four sources for acquiring books, friends, bookstores.
public and school libraries, were listed by the 33 readers. Friends
constituted the book sources for two children; bookstores, the sources
for 10 children; the public library, the source for eight children;
and the school library, source for 26 children (see Table 27).
Magazines .—The 47 niagazine readers indicated that magazines were
made available to them by friends, the school library, drug stores, and
by parents' subscriptions. There were eight children who included
friends as one of their sources for this printed medium, and 10 children
menticmed the school library among their sources. Parents' subscriptions
made up the magazine sources for 23 children, and drug stores were given
by 14 readers (see Table 27).
Purposes for Reading
The children's responses to the question concerning their reasons
for reading revealed that they read for the following purposes: (l)
pleasure or recreation, (2) class assignments, (3) general informaticoi,
and (4) improvement of reading.
Reading for pleasure or recreation, given by 37 children, ranked
first among the children's reading purposes. The 37 children who read
for this purpose consisted of eight first grade pupils, eight second
grade pupils, five third grade pupils, four pupils of the fourth grade,
three fifth grade pupils, four $lzth grade pupils, and five seventh
grade pupils.
Reading for general information was among the reading purposes of
15 children, one third grade pupil; three fourth grade pupils; three fifth
grade pupils, four sixth grade pupils, and fo\ir seventh grade pupils.
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Three children read because of class assignments. These children
represented grades five* sixi and seven. One fifth grade student stated
that he read because he was interested in improving his reading skills
(see Table 28}.
TABLE 28
PURPOSES FOR READING ACCORDING TO G51&DE LEVELS
Grades
Purposes for
Reading 1 2 . 3 4
\























recreation... 8 8 5 4 3 4 5 37
General infor>
mation • • • • • • 1 3 3 4 4 15
Class assign¬
ments • • • • • • • e # • • • 1 1 1 3
Improvement
of reading... • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • # • • • • 1
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
An investigation of the reading interests of a selected group of
elementary school children took place at the John M. Tutt Elementary
School during the 1959-^0 school year. This school* completed
August * 1959« is modern in structure and was built to acconmodate 300
students. Located one mile beyond the city limits of Augusta* Georgia,
the school serves children of the Forest Hill, Grovetown* and Martinez
ccmmunities as well as children residing in its imnediate area.
This study was undertaken for the purposes of finding out what a
selected group of children of the Tutt Elementary School read; what types
of reading materials were preferred; what their reading interests were
according to sex* age* and parents' educational and economic status;
where they obtained their reading materials; and why they read.
By employing the method of random sampling* the name of every fifth
child in the first grade through the seventh grade was selected from the
registration record of the school. An interview schedule* which con¬
tained questions for the children and their parents* was used to obtain
needed data for this study. The homes of all of the selected children
were visited for the purpose of Interviewing the children and their
parents.
A total of 51 children* 24 boys and 2? girls whose ages ranged
from six to I3 years and their grade levels from the first grade through
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the seTenth grade, ccxnposed the sample for this investigation.
The educational backgrounds of the children's parents were found
to be relatively low since 43 Per cent of the parents represented in
this study had received only an elementary school education, and just
l6 per cent of them had a college education. The same was true of their
economic status which showed that the majority of the male parents were
craftsmen and laborers, and the majority of the female i>arents were
either domestic workers or housewives. Twenty per cent of the families
fell in the low yearly income range of $2,000 to $2,499« while only
four per cent of the families fell in the $7,000 and over category.
The material possessions of these families were not affected by
their low incomes; however, for there were more owners of television
sets, radios, autcmobiles, and homes than non>owners of these itmns.
Television sets were owned by 49 of the 5^ families with six families
owning two sets each. Radios, ranking first axaaag these possessions,
were owned by all of the families with 17 families owning two sets each
and two families owning three sets each. Forty-four of the 5^ families
were owners of autmnobiles with nine families owning two autc»nobiles each.
Homes were owned by 33 of these 5^ families of the selected sample.
Reading Interests of the Children
Questions which sought information concerning the children's reading
of newspapers revealed that 4^ of the 5^ children interviewed were news¬
paper readers; 10 children were non-readers. The 41 readers consisted
of 18 boys and 23 girls; the non-readers were six boys and four girls.
The availability of newspapers in the homes of these children was
found to have a direct influence upon their reading, for all of the 41
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newspaper readers stated that their parents were buyers of newspapers.
Of the 10 non-readers, only one of them indicated that his parents
bought newspapers.
Four Negro newspapers, the Atlanta Daily World, the Chicago Defender,
the Pittsburgh Courier, and the Weekly Review; two local daily newspapers,
the Augusta Chronicle and the Augusta Herald; and one out-of-town daily
newspaper, the Atlanta Constitution made up the list of newspapers
purchased by 42 families represented in this study.
A tabulation of the children's answers to the question concerning
the names of newspapers read and enjoyed most gave further proof that
children read those materials that are accessible to them, for the 41
newspaper readers listed four of the previously mentioned newspapers
as ones read and enjoyed most. The Augusta Chronicle, a local daily
morning newspaper, ranked first among the children's reading of news¬
papers; 79 per cent of the readers preferred this newspaper. Seventeen
per cent of the readers preferred reading the Augusta Herald, another
local daily newspaper which carries the evening edition of the news.
The Atlanta Daily World and the Weekly Review, two Negro newspapers, were
the preferences of two per cent of the readers (see Table 10).
Information relative to parts of the newspaper read and enjoyed
most by the children showed that comic strips constituted the greater
portion of the children's newspaper reading; interests in movie schedules,
puzzles, current news, editorials, television schedules, front page news,
headlines, sports news, advertisements, and death notices were found among
the 41 newspaper readers. Significant among the findings regarditig the
children's preferences for newspaper sections was the fact that movie
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schedules attracted more children than teleTision schedules* The reading
of moTie schedules in newspapers ranked second with these readsrs, while
the reading of television schedules came in seventh place.
The fact that elementary children read books other than their text
books was substantiated by the findings of this study which showed that
books were read by 33 of the 5i selected children. Among these 33
children* there were 12 boys and 21 girlsf 18 children* 12 boys and
six girls* were non>readers of books.
Still attracting readers among elementary school children are the
following nine types of stories for which the 33 readers expressed
their preferences: fairy tales* adventure stories* animal stories*
western stories, scientific stories, love stories* mysteries, biographies
and Bible stories. Faizry tales, ranking first with these book readers*
were liked best by the boys and girls in the first through the fourth
grades.
By asking the children to give the title or titles of a book or
books that they had read during the 1959-19^0 school year* further in¬
formation concerning their reading of books was obtained. The 33 book
readers gave the titles of 42 books which had been read by them. In¬
cluded among these titles were such familiar ones as Sleeping Beauty.
The Three Little Figs. Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Tale of Peter
Rabbit. Joan of Arc. Three Billy Goats Gruff. The Biggest Bear.
P*s and Q.*S for Boys and Girls. Davy Crockett, and Treasure Island.
Magazines* the most popular type of reading material with this
group of elementary school children* were read by 47 children, 23 boys
and 24 girls; four children, one boy and three girls, were non-readers
of magazines.
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Arallability of magazines in the homes influenced the reading
Interests of 37 magazine readers who maintained that their parents
bought magazines. While the non-presence of magazines in the homes
of 10 children did not affect their reading of magazines, it did, how-
erer, affect the reading interests of the four non-readers who admitted
that their parents were not magazine buyers.
With the exception of two children's magazines; namely. Children's
Digest and Jack and Jill and five comic magazines, Donald Duck. Kid
Carson. Mickey Mouse. Roy Rogers. and Superman. adult magazines made up
the greater portion of the types of magazines purchased. The children
gave the following names of adult magazines that were bought by their
parents; Better Homes and Gardens. Ebonv. Family Circle. Good House¬
keeping. Life, Look. McCall's. Saturday Evening Post. Time and True Story.
Chosen as favorite magazines by the 47 magazine readers were six
adult magazines. Life. McCall's. Ebony. Look. Murder Mystery, and True
Story; two children's magazines. Boys' Life and Jack and Jill; and 11
comic magazines. Little Lulu. Roy Rogers. Woody Woodpecker. Superman.
Dick Tracy. Donald Duck. Buffalo Bill. Mickey Mouse. Archie. Billy, the Kid,
and Kit Carson.
Comic magazines, read and enjoyed most by 22 of the 47 magazine
readers, rated first among the children's selections of preferred
magazines, and Life, chosen by 20 children, was the second most popular
magazine of the readers.
Other magazines preferred by these readers included the following:
McCall's. Jack and Jill, Ebony. True Story. Boys' Life. Mtirder Mystery.
and Look
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Reading Interests , of the Sample According to the
Educational Statua of Parents
Evidences of differences in the reading patterns of the sample
according to parents' educational status were among the findings of
this study which revealed that the largest per cent of the readers of
newspapers, books, and magazines were children whose parents had either
a high school or college education, while the largest per cent of the
non-readers' parents had not gone beyond the elementary school level.
Of the 82 parents of the 41 newspaper readers, 32 per cent of
them had only attended the elementary school, and 68 per cent of the
readers' parents had either a high school or college education.
An elmnentary etchool education represented the educational status
of the 16 parents of the 10 non-readers.
The largest number of book readers were also children vhose parents
had received either a high school or college education. Thirty per cent
of the 66 parents of the 33 readers had an elementary school education,
while 70 per cent of the parents had either attended or graduated from
high school or college.
Sixty-nine per cent of the non-readers' parents had only an
elementary school education, and 3I per cent had attended or graduated
from high school.
More indications of magazine reading were found among those children
whose parents' educational backgrounds were on a high school or college
level. Forty per cent of the readers' parents had received an elementaiy
school education, and 60 per cent of the parents had either a high school
or college education.
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The four non-readers were children whose parents' educational
training had stopped at the elementary school level.
Reading Interests of the Sample According to the
Economic Status of Parents
Newspapers were found to he read by children whose parents were
owners of such items aSf television sets, radios, automobiles, and
hemes. Of the 41 newspaper readers, 38 of them were children of parents
who owned automobiles; 4-0 were children whose parents were television
owners; 23 of the readers' parents were heme owners; and all parents of
the 41 newspaper readers were owners of radio sets.
Television and radio sets, automobiles and homes were owned by most
of the parents of the non-readers consisted of six automobile owners
and four non-owners; nine television owners and one non-owner; and 10
radio and home owners.
More owners of televisiou and radio sets, automobiles and hemes
were found among the parents of the 33 book readers. Thirty-one of these
readers' parents were autemobile owners, while only two readers' parents
were non-owners of autemobiles; 3I parents were television owners, and
two were non-owners; all parents of the 33 book readers were owners of
radio sets; 25 parents were home owners, and eight were non-owners.
Items owned by parents of the I8 non-readers of books included
automobiles, owned by I3 parents; television and radio sets, owned by
all parents of the 18 non-readers; and homes, owned by eight parents of
the book non-readers. Five of the non-readers' i>arents were non-owners
of automobiles, and 10 were non-owners of homes.
Among the parents of the 47 magazine readers, there were more owners
of automobiles, television and radio sets, and hemes than non-owners of
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these items. Automobiles were the possessions of 43 of 'the 47 readers'
parents; televisions were owned by 45 readers' parents; radios, by all
parents of the 47 readers; and homes, by 3® readers' parents. Four
readers' parents were non-owners of automobiles; two were non-owners of
television sets; and 17 were non-owners of homes.
Ownership of these items was fovind among the four non-readers'
parents also. Parents of these four non-readers of magazines consisted
of one automobile owner and three non-owners; four television and radio
owners; and three home owners and one non-owner.
Reading Interests of the Group According to Age and Sex
Similar to the findings of other reading interest studies, some age
and sex differences were prevalent among the children's reading of news¬
papers, books, and magazines. However, age differences in reading were
more predominant among this group than sex differences, for more variations
in the children's reading patterns were found according to the age rather
than sex levels.
Newspapers, read by i)l of the 5^ selected children composing this
study, were read more by the girls than boys. Their newspaper reading
Included such sections as, the comic strips, movie schedules, puzzles,
current news, cartoons, editorials, television schedules, front page news,
headlines, sports page news, advertisements, and death notices. Only two
of these newsi>aper sections, puzzles and sports news, were read by more
boys than girls.
Outstanding among the children in the primary grades was the reading
of newspaper comic strips. This particular part of newspapers was the
favorite of eight boys and I3 girls whose ages ranged from six to nine.
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The nine to 13-year-old children represented in this study read
movie schedules, puzzles, current news, cartoons* and editorials.
Interest in front page news and news about sports was fovind among the
10 to 13-year-old children; headlines were preferred by the six to 11-
year-old children: television schedules* by the seven to 12-year-old
group; advertisements* by two girls* six and seven years old; and death
notices, by one 13-year-old boy and one eight-year-old girl.
There was less interest shown in books than in newspapers and
magazines. More readers of books were found among the girls than
among the boys of the Tutt School.
Fairy tales and animal stories, the types most preferred were read
and enjoyed more by the girls than by the boys* and were of more interest
to children whose ages remged from six to 10. The 10 to 13-year-old
children were interested in adventure stories* scientific stories, love
stories, mysteries, biographies, and Bible stories. Western stories*
the only type of story read most by the boys composing this sample* were
read by seven, eight, 10, and 12-year-old children. Only the girls
selected love stories as a favorite type; one boy expressed his preference
for Bible stories.
Ranking first with the sample and read most by the boys, magazines
received the votes of 47 of the 5^ children selected for this study.
The comic magazine was the most preferred type of publication and was the
choice of more boys than girls. Preferences for this type of magazine
was found at all grade levels where the ages ranged from six to I3 years.
Life, read most by the girls of the sample, was also popular with the six
to 13-year-old children. McCall’s, chosen by more girls than boys, and
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Jack and Jlll> read by more boys than girls, were the selections of the
six to nine-year-old group, while Ebony. True Story. Boys* Life. Murder
Mysteries, and Look were magazine choices of children whose ages ranged
from 10 to 13.
The six to 10-year-old children revealed that their reading of
magazines centered mostly around pictures and cartoons. Evidences of
interests in fashion sections, sports news, people in the news, current
and medical news were found among the 10 to 13-year-old' children.
Magazine stories were liked most by the eight to 12-year-old group;
advertisements, by the eight to 11-year-old-children, movie announcements,
by the 13-year-old children, and scouting news, by the 11-year-old group.
Boys ranked first as readers of cartoons, sports news, current news,
advertisements, movie announcements, and scouting news found in magazines.
The girls showed more interest in the fashion sections of magazines, news
about people, medical news and magazine stories.
Sources for Obtaining Reading Materials
The 41 readers of newspapers gave three sources, parents' sub¬
scriptions, friends, and newsstands, from which their newspapers were
obtained. Mentioned 24 times by the readers, parents' subscriptions to
newspapers was first among the children's sources for this printed
medium. Newsstands ranked second with 17 children, and friends con¬
stituted the newspaper sources for six of the 41 readers.
The school and public libraries, bookstores, and friends were
listed by the 33 ^ook readers as their sources for books. Most
significant amcmg the children's sources was the school library, the
book source mentioned by 26 of the 33 readers. Ten children revealed
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that bookstores served as sources for some of their books; eight children
stated that they obtained books from the public library; and two of the
readers depended upon their friends for books.
Channels through which magazines were obtained by the 47 magazine
readers were the following: parents' subscriptions, drug stores, the
school library, and friends. Parents' subscriptions, given by 23
children as one of their magazine sources, ranked first among the four
magazine sources mentioned. Drug stores were the magazine sources for
14 children; the school library was the magazine source for 10 children;
and friends, the magazine sources for eight children.
Purposes for Reading
The children's purposes for reading centered aroimd four reasons;
namely, for pleasure or recreation, for general information, for class
assignments and for improvement of reading. Reading for pleasure or
recreation was among the reading purposes of 37 children who represented
all levels of the Tutt School; 15 children, representing grade one
through seven, read for general information; three pupils, representing
grades five, six, and seven, indicated that they read for class assign¬





Part I: For Parents
Educational Status
1. How many grades of school did you finish?
Mother: 12^Zl«i678
Father: 12^ZL»i678
2. How many years of high school have you had?
Mother: 1 2 ^ A
Father: 1 2 ^ A
3* How many years of study beyond high school have you had?
Mother: 1 2 ^ A 6
Father: 1 2 ^ A 6
Oo you have a college degree?
Mother: Yes No
Father: Yes No
5* How many years of study beyond college have you had?
Mother: 1 2 A 6
Father: 1 2 ^ A 6
Economic Status
6. What kind of work do you do?
Mother:
Father:
7. Do you have a television in the home: Yes No How many?
8. Do you have a radio in the home? Yes No How many?
9» Do you own an automobile? Yes No How many?
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Economic Status (cont.)
10. Do you own your home? Yes















Fart II: For Children
Personal Information
1* Age 2. Grade ^. Sex: Male Female
Beading Interests
4« Do you read newspapers? Yes No
5* What newspaper or newspapers do your parents buy?
6. What newspaper do you enjoy reading most?
7* What part or parts of the newspaper do you enjoy reading most?








9 • Do you read books other than your school books? Yes No.
10. What is your favorite type of story?
11. What book or books have you read within last year?
6l
Readixig Interests (cont.)







13 • Do you read magazines? Yes No
14* What magazine or magazines do your parents buy?
15. What magazine or magazines do you read regularly?
16 • What is your favorite magazine or magazines?.
17. What part or parts of the magazine do you enjoy reading most?








19* What subjects, or types of articles, or stories do you enjoy
reading most?
Purposes for Reading







Titles of Books Read by the 33 Readers of Books
Asbjomsen, P* C. Three Billy Goats Gruff. Harcourt. 1957»
Aulaire, Ingri D'. George Washington. Harper. 1944*
Barnhart, Nancy. The Lord is My Shepherd. Scribner. 1949*
Barr, Tene. Fireman Fred. Whitman. 1952
Bemelmans, L. Madeline’s Rescue. Viking. 1953*
Bleeker, Sonia. The Cherokee. Morrow. 1952.
Bright, Robert. Friendly Bear. Doubleday. 1958.
Brown, M. W. Three Little Animals. Harper, 1956.
Bryant, Bernice. P's and Q.*s for Boys and Girls. Bobbs. 1953♦
De Angeli, M, L. Ted and Nina Go to the Grocery Store. Doiibleday.
1935.
De Angeli, M, L. Yonie Wondernose. Doubleday, 1944*
Earl, 0. L. Birds and Their Nests. Morrow, 1952.
Elting, Mary, First Book of Nurses. Watts. 1951*
Evans, Katherine. Little Bear Bumble. Whitman. 195^.
Fatio, L, Happy Lion. McGraw. 1954*
Flack, Marjorie. Angus and the Ducks. Doubleday, 1930*
Gag, Wanda, Snippy and Snappy. Hale, 1941*
Grimm, Jakob and Wilhelm.“ Sleeping Beauty. Illustrated by Leslie
Brooke. Warne. I906.
Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Illustrated by Leslie Brooke.
Warne. I906,
Graham, Al. Timothy Turtle. Viking. 1949.
Hader, B, Lost in the Zoo. Macmillan. 1951
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Harris, J, C. Favorite Uncle Remus. Houghton. 1948*
Haynes, 0. V. Tmie Book of Health. Children's Press. 1954»
Honness, E. H. t^stery of the Auction Trxmk. Lippincott. 1956.
Jacobs, Joseph. Three Little Pigs. Warns. I906
Kaufmann, J. C. Story of Mozart. Grosset. 1955*
Leaf, Munro. Science Can be Ftm. Lippincott* 1958*
Lenski, Lois. Prairie School. Lippincott. 1951*
Lewellen, J. B. You and Space Neighbors. Childrens' Press. 1953*
Lofting, Hugh. Story of Doctor Doolittle. Lippincott. 1920.
McCloskey, R. Blue Berries for Sal. Yiking. 1948.
McCloskey, R. Time of Wonder. Viking. 1957•
McCracken, H. Story of Alaska. Garden City Books. 1956.
Monckton, Ellen. Key and Chest. Warns. 1957*
Paine, A. B, Joan of Are. Macmillan, 1927*
Parks, A. W, Davy Crockett. Bobbs. 1949*
Potter, Beatrix. The Tale of Peter Rabbit. Warne, 1903*
Reed, W, M. Patterns in the Sky. Morrow. 1951 •
Sawyer, Ruth, Journey Cake. Ho*. Viking. 1953*
Seventeen, Party Book. Lippincott. 1956.
Stevenson, Robert. Treasure Island. Illustrated by N. C, Wyeth.
Scribner. I924•
Ward, L. The Biggest Bear. Houghton. 1952.
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